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About
The Morris County Public Safety Training Academy provides cuttingedge professional training for fire, law enforcement, corrections and
first aid squad personnel, both salaried and volunteer. The Academy
campus encompasses technologically advanced lecture halls and
specialty classrooms including a state-of-the-art Life Safety Complex
for fire protection training.
Project Requirements
Chief Dan Colucci, Director of the Public Safety Training Academy is
committed to providing the highest level of training to all the major
uniformed services of Morris County, New Jersey.
He realized that with an ever-expanding roster of visiting trainers and
regular staff, class time is best spent on actually training, rather than
on lecturers learning a different AV system every time they enter a
new classroom. The system he sought needed to be not only
consistent throughout the campus, but intuitive and user friendly.
Presenters should require only a disk-on-key instead of backup
presentation equipment or transparencies
Solution
After performing extensive due diligence, Chief Colucci purchased a
Tecom TecPodium All-in-One Multimedia Lectern to try in one of his
lecture halls. The TecPodium quickly won over the academy's staff
and visiting lecturers by allowing them to quickly get down to the
training that is essential to protecting the well being of the residents
of Morris County.
The system facilitated the training experience so well that Chief
Colucci deployed Tecom's fully integrated multimedia systems
throughout the campus.
Comments
"I sought out the most up-to-date equipment available to install in
our new facilities," states Chief Colucci. "Our instructors have quickly
adapted to the ease of use, most times with no instruction. Even a
novice instructor looks like a seasoned professional as the TecPodium
makes transitions among types of presentation systems seamless
and easy. The TecPodium met and exceeded all my expectations."
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